239. 4_30_1999 - oz.Adams, Ray.cyberdyne@euro1.com.txt
RFC Headers:
X-Persona: <cyberdyne>
Content-Transfer-Encoding: 7bit
Return-Path: <RAdams@ndsuk.com>
X-Priority: 3
X-MSMail-Priority: Normal
Received: from bubble.ndsuk.com ([194.216.129.248]) by softnet1.euro1.com
(Post.Office MTA v3.5.3 release 223 ID# 127-55240U2500L250S0V35)
with
ESMTP id com for <cyberdyne@euro1.com>;
Fri, 30 Apr 1999 14:24:18 +0100
Received: from sage.hedge.ndsuk.com (smtp.ndsuk.com [172.17.253.10]) by
bubble.ndsuk.com (8.8.7/8.8.7) with ESMTP id MAA15531 for <cyberdyne@euro1.com>;
Fri, 30 Apr 1999 12:24:21 GMT
X-MimeOLE: Produced By Microsoft MimeOLE V5.00.2919.6700
Received: by sage.hedge.ndsuk.com with Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0) id
<J86TCVB6>; Fri, 30 Apr 1999 13:24:21 +0100
Message-ID: <71711A2AEB88D1118B5700805FF52D700109E9F5@dill.hrow.ndsuk.com>
From: "Adams, Ray" <RAdams@ndsuk.com>
To: <cyberdyne@euro1.com>
Subject: FW: oz
Date: Fri, 30 Apr 1999 13:24:20 +0100
MIME-Version: 1.0
X-Mailer: Internet Mail Service (5.5.2448.0)
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="iso-8859-1"
From: Adams, Ray <RAdams@ndsuk.com>
To: cyberdyne@euro1.com
Date: 4/30/1999 11:24:20 PM
Subject: FW: oz
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Please read and tell me what to say.
Ray
-----Original Message----From: Gutman, Avigail
Sent: 30 April 1999 00:56
To: Adams, Ray
Subject: RE: oz
Hi Ray,
This is good.
The important thing is to make it different enough so that any "flag"
in that software pointing to Joyce will be invisible both the German
originators and to Tooley's men.
How long do you think this will take?
Will the cards that I sent be useful (they are not foxtel, but Irdeto
nontheless, and it may even be to our benefit if these came out on
the market first - taking the heat off JOYCE and also taking away
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from Tooley's unique standing)
By the way - there's a nice "for sale" sign on Tooley's house. We're
going in there as potential buyers - to see what else we can find on
this guy... Will keep you posted.
Avigail

*********************************
Avigail Gutman
NDS-TI Operational Security, East Asia
Tel:
+886 +2 87884872
Fax:
+886 +2 87884873
Mobile: +886 +936 997076
-----Original Message----From:
Adams, Ray
Sent:
Friday, April 30, 1999 12:26 AM
To:
Gutman, Avigail
Subject:
RE: oz
Hi.
I have spoken to my friend again.
He says it is even more simple as
he would completely re-write the software so that it would appear to
be another source entirely.
His only concern is that it could then
be traced to him :-)
He already has several other versions so it is a straightforward
matter.
Ray
-----Original Message----From: Gutman, Avigail
Sent: 29 April 1999 15:48
To: Adams, Ray
Subject: FW: oz
Importance: High
Hi Ray,
this bounced back. its rather important.... hope it goes through
now....
*********************************
Avigail Gutman
NDS-TI Operational Security, East Asia
Tel:
+886 +2 87884872
Fax:
+886 +2 87884873
Mobile: +886 +936 997076
-----Original Message----From:
Gutman, Avigail
Sent:
Wednesday, April 28, 1999 3:58 PM
To:
Hasak, Reuven; Adams, Ray
Subject:
oz
Importance:
High
Hello Gentlemen,
We've managed now to write to an australian irdeto card, using the
s/w I got from JOYCE, and confirm under the footprint that it works.
We now have proof of an existing, marketable hack for Irdeto in
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Australia.
The software, called CARDWIZARD.EXE, is not available on the public
domain. It originated with the Millenium group and was ADAPTED (I'm
not sure by whom, yet) to work with Foxtel's Irdeto cards. (The
freeware on the net is not compatible with OZ cards, yet. With it, we
were able to READ info from the cards but not WRITE to them.)
PROBLEM:
=========
The people who gave JOYCE this particular copy of the s/w say that
they MARKED it so that if it ever becomes public, they will know he
leaked it. These are very bad people (allegedly with guns and
involved in other criminal activities.)
There appears to have been some communication about this software on
SAT-PIRATES members-only web-site. Ray, since this sits on Lee's
server - can we retrieve this/any discussion about this software, and
find out if the OZ-version is available elsewhere, so that we do not
expose JOYCE in the process of exposing Irdeto.
It is essential to keep JOYCE safe:
==========================
1.He is still involved in an operation to verify/refute the rumors
that our system is hacked in OZl.
2.The people he's in contact with are said to be dangerous and he is
afraid for his family.
3.(Most important) I gave him my word.
Avigail
*********************************
Avigail Gutman
NDS-TI Operational Security, East Asia
Tel:
+886 +2 87884872
Fax:
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